Stand Up for Temp Workers
10/31, 11 am to 12:30 pm
Meet at Palmer House, Hotel Lobby
17 E. Monroe St, Chicago

Join us for a surprise
“Trick or Treat”
at a Chicago temp staffing agency.
Workers are being assigned to dangerous jobs,
with exposure to chemicals and machine hazards.

#DemandTempSafety!

Costumes optional for this Hallowe’en event. Bring your safety gear if you’ve got it!

Action (AM) and Film Screening (PM)

OCTOBER 31, 2015

Screening of New Film
A Day’s Work
followed by Q&A Panel
(plus pizza!)
10/31, 6 pm-8:30 pm
UIC School of Public Health
1603 W Taylor St
Chicago, IL 60612

FILM SCREENING CO-SPONSORED BY APHA OHS SECTION, RAISE THE FLOOR ALLIANCE, ARISE CHICAGO,
CHICAGO WORKERS’ COLLABORATIVE AND UIC SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH